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Date:  May 13, 2019 

Re:   Securities Monitoring Law Firm Selection 

 
The City of Pittsburgh Comprehensive Municipal Pension Trust Fund  (the 

“CMPTF”) issued a Request for Proposals (the “RFP”) on February 14, 2019, 
seeking to retain a securities monitoring law firm that would be responsible for 

working with the CMPTF custodian and staff to ensure that the CMPTF is advised of 

any possible class actions in which the CMPTF may be a class member. The firm also 

would recommend possible class actions where the CMPTF could be a lead plaintiff.  

After a thorough review of each proposal received, the CMPTF has elected to retain 

two new security monitoring law firms: Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Gross LLP and 

Labaton Sucharow.  Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Gross and Labaton Sucharow were 

fully compliant with the RFP requirements. 

 
 Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Gross has extensive background in securities class 

action cases, as it ranks as Number 2 in North America for the highest settlement awards 

for 2018 as lead or co-lead counsel in securities class action suits, with a total settlement 

amount of $1,351,700,000. Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Gross’ senior founding 

partner, Max Berger, Esquire, supervises the firm’s litigation practice and prosecutes 

class and individual actions. He has litigated many of the firm's most high-profile and 

significant cases and has negotiated seven of the largest securities fraud settlements in 

history, each in excess of a billion dollars.   

 

 Labaton Sucharow has extensive background in securities class action cases. It 

ranks as Number 8 in North America for the highest settlement awards for 2018 as lead 

or co-lead counsel in securities class action suits, with a total settlement amount of 

$164,250,000. Labaton Sucharow has prosecuted class and direct actions, recovering 

billions of dollars on behalf of defrauded consumers and investors. It has recovered 

more than $9 billion, representing some of the largest institutional investors, including 

public pension funds, hedge funds, and financial institutions. 

 

 Based upon the above qualifications, the two law firms were selected. 


